It's A Man's, Man's World
Words & Music: Betty Jean Newsome /James Brown
Sung by Inga Rumpf (Fifty Fifty)

This is a man's world
This is a man's world
But it would be nothing
Nothing without a woman or a girl

(I say it one more time)
This is a man's world
This is a man's world
But it would be nothing
Nothing without a woman or a girl

Man made the car
To take us over the road
Man made the train
To carry the heavy load
Man made electric light
To take us out of the dark
Man made the boat for the water
and Noah made the Ark

This is a man's world
But it would be nothing
Nothing without a woman or a girl

(Lookahere)
Man thinks about a little bit of baby girls
And a lot of baby boys
Man can make them happy
’Cause man can make them toys
But after man made everything
Everything he can
You know that man makes war
To fight with other men

This is a man's world
But it would be nothing
Nothing without a woman or a girl

(Now, lookahere)
Yeah
A man needs a woman
A man needs a woman
Lord, he's got to have a woman now
Man can make everything he can
But a woman makes a better man
The man, the man that don't have a woman
He's lost
In the wilderness
A man that don't have a woman
He's lost
In bitterness
I said: the man that don't have a woman
Is lost
In loneliness

This is a man's world
But it would be nothing
Nothing without a woman or a girl

This is a man's world
But it would be nothing
Nothing without a woman or a girl